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More enduring and adaptable in inclement weather than fi xed-wing aircrafts, 
helicopters, drones or satellite sensing systems. OceanEye downsizes crew and 
vessel requirements drastically and decrease response operation costs.
Moored with a tether from the deployable BaseUnit, a weather-proof, helium-
fi lled balloon carries a triple SensorUnit capable of producing high resolution 
day and night (EO/IR) imagery and vessel positioning with the embedded AIS 
(Automatic Identifi cation System) receiver. 

Images and video from the SensorUnit are transmitted wirelessly to the BaseUnit. 
The OverView™ software installed on a touch-screen ViewerTerminal displays 
daylight and infrared information for reconnaissance and rapid response.
The real-time view and maritime chart with AIS overlay provide accurate 
information, targeting and geographic loaction of moving vessels, land lines and 
fi xed installations.

OceanEye provides 24/7 maritime aerial surveillance from fi xed locations or moving vehicles.

TARGET AND TRACK IN REAL TIME WITH 
OCEANEYE

Gyro-stabilized, 3600 continuous rotation, daylight-camera, infrared-camera, AIS ReceiverOceanEye  SensorUnit

ViewerTerminal with OverView™  software

Daylight (EO) camera

Infrared (IR) camera

AIS receiver

EO / IR image fusion Geo-referencing tools



Weight: 

195 kg / 429.90 lbs

Length x Wide x Height: 

1.20 x 0.80 x 0,97 m / 47.3 x 31.5 x 38.18 inches

Weight: 

425 kg / 936 lbs 

Length x Wide x Height: 

1.20 x 0.80 x 1.59 m / 47.3 x 31.5 x 62.6 inches

OceanEye Balloon

OceanEye  BaseUnit 200 OceanEye  BaseUnit 100

The OceanEye is a totally self-contained package including 
all components needed for days of continuous operation.



UNMANNED SYSTEMS
COST EFFICIENT AND RISK-REDUCING MARITIME DATA ACQUISITION

Brattørkaia 11 - Pirterminalen
7010 Trondheim, Norway

info@maritimerobotics.com

+47 73 40 19 00www.facebook.com/maritimeroboticsas
www.maritimerobotics.com

A LEADER IN UNMANNED SOLUTIONS
Maritime Robotics, developer and supplier of the OceanEye®, is a leading provider of innovative unmanned solutions 
for maritime operations and data acquisition. The company develops and delivers Unmanned Surface Vehicle Sys-
tems (USV), Moored Balloon Systems (MBS) and Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS). Our main markets are geophysical 
surveying, oil & gas, environmental monitoring, and the defence/security market. With technology developed in close 
collaboration with civilian, governmental and military partners, Maritime Robotics focuses on delivering high-quality 
system solutions and products that are cost-efficient, reduce HSE risk exposure and are highly deployable, in any 
conditions. 


